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EXEL CROSSED PRODUCTS, STACEY CROSSED PRODUCTS,
AND CUNTZ-PIMSNER ALGEBRAS
ASTRID AN HUEF AND IAIN RAEBURN
Abstract. There are many different crossed products by an endomorphism of a C∗-
algebra, and constructions by Exel and Stacey have proved particularly useful. Here
we show that every Exel crossed product is isomorphic to a Stacey crossed product
(though by a different endomorphism of a different C∗-algebra), that every Stacey
crossed product is an Exel crossed product, and answer some questions raised by
Ionescu and Muhly.
While this manuscript is not yet in its final form(s) several people have already used
our results, so we are posting it now.
1. Introduction
Everybody agrees that when α is an automorphism of a unital C∗-algebra A, the
crossed product A ⋊α Z is generated by a unitary element u and a representation π :
A→ A⋊α Z which satisfy the covariance relation
(1.1) π(α(a)) = uπ(a)u∗ for a ∈ A.
The covariance relation can be reformulated as π(α(a))u = uπ(a) or u∗π(α(a))u = π(a),
and, when α is an automorphism, these reformulations are equivalent to (1.1). When
α is an endomorphism, though, these reformulations are no longer equivalent, and give
different crossed products. Thus there are several crossed products based on covariance
relations in which u is an isometry [39, 48, 17], and still more crossed products in which
u is a partial isometry [36, 4]. The crossed products constructed by Stacey [48] and by
Exel [17] have proved to be particularly useful.
Stacey’s crossed product A×α N is generated by an isometry s and a representation
π of A satisfying π(α(a)) = sπ(a)s∗. His motivating example was the endomorphism
α of the UHF core A in the Cuntz algebra On described by Cuntz in [13], for which
we recover On as A ×α N (see also [41, 7]). Stacey’s construction has been extended
to semigroups of endomorphisms, and these semigroup crossed products were used to
study Toeplitz algebras [2, 31]; they have since been used extensively in the analysis of
C∗-algebras arising in number theory (see [32, 8, 29, 35, 30], for example).
Exel’s construction depends on the choice of a transfer operator L : A → A for
α, which is a positive linear map satisfying L(α(a)b) = aL(b). He uses L to build a
Hilbert bimodule ML over A, and then his crossed product A ⋊α,L N is closely related
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to the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra O(ML) of this bimodule (the precise relationship is de-
scribed in [10]). The motivating example for Exel’s construction is the endomorphism
of C({1, · · · , n}∞) induced by the backward shift, for which averaging over the n preim-
ages of each point gives a transfer operator L such that On ∼= C({1, · · · , n}∞)⋊α,L N.
More generally, Exel realised each Cuntz-Krieger algebra OA as a crossed product by the
corresponding subshift of finite type, thereby giving a very direct proof that the Cuntz-
Krieger algebra is determined up to isomorphism by the subshift. Exel’s construction has
attracted a good deal of attention in connection with irreversible dynamics [21, 19, 12],
and has also been extended to semigroups of endomorphisms with interesting conse-
quences [34, 9].
The purpose of this paper is to discuss some new relationships between the construc-
tions of Stacey and Exel. On the face of it, their constructions are quite different, and
are interesting for different classes of endomorphisms: for example, Stacey crossed prod-
ucts are not interesting for unital endomorphisms whereas Exel crossed products are.
Nevertheless, we have noticed that C∗-algebras can have several different descriptions
as crossed products by endomorphisms (as discussed for On above). Our interest in this
subject arose from recent work of Ionescu and Muhly [25] which describes two different
realisations of a particular groupoid C∗-algebra C∗(G) as Cuntz-Pimsner algebras. We
recognised that both these Cuntz-Pimsner algebras are Exel crossed products, and asked
ourselves whether there is a general mechanism at work.
We think that we have found some interesting relationships between Exel crossed
products and Stacey crossed products which explain the phenomenon we observed in
[25]. Our results say that, modulo some minor extra hyotheses on (A, α, L):
• Every relative Cuntz-Pimsner algebra of an Exel system is a Stacey crossed
product (Theorem 3.1, generalising [18, Theorem 6.5]). In particular, every Exel
crossed product is a Stacey crossed product (Corollary 4.1 and Theorem 5.3).
• Every Stacey crossed product is an Exel crossed product (Theorem 6.2, general-
ising [17, Theorem 4.7]).
Combining them gives our explanation of the Ionescu-Muhly phenomenon concerning
the groupoid C∗-algebra C∗(G) (see §7). Ionescu and Muhly also ask whether, with
some additional hypotheses, C∗(G) is isomorphic to a certain Stacey crossed product of
multiplicity n; in an appendix we give an example where this is not the case.
Exel crossed products have recently been used to model and study the C∗-algebras
of directed graphs [11]. Since allowing infinite graphs gave important extra generality
for graph algebras, this has highlighted the need to study Exel crossed products for
nonunital algebras, and we do this throughout. At the end, we apply our results to
graph algebras, and find a new realisation of the graph algebra C∗(E) as a Stacey
crossed product C∗(E)γ ×β N by an endomorphism β of the core, extending work of
Kwas´niewski on finite graphs [28] (see §9). Our analysis requires a concrete description
of the core in the C∗-algebra of a column-finite graph, which we provide in an appendix.
2. Stacey crossed products
Suppose that α is an endomorphism of a C∗-algebra A. A Stacey-covariant representa-
tion of (A, α) in a C∗-algebra B consists of a nondegenerate homomorphism π : A→ B
and an isometry V ∈ M(B) such that π(α(a)) = V π(a)V ∗. Stacey showed in [48,
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§3] that there is a crossed product A ×α N which is generated by a universal Stacey-
covariant representation (iA, v). If (π, V ) is a Stacey-covariant representation of (A, α)
in B, then we write π×V for the nondegenerate homomorphism of A×αN into B such
that (π× V ) ◦ iA = π and (π× V )(v) = V . (Stacey called A×α N “the multiplicity-one
crossed product” of (A, α).)
The crossed product A ×α N carries a dual action αˆ of T, which is characterised
by αˆz(iA(a)) = iA(a) and αˆz(v) = zv. The following “dual-invariant uniqueness the-
orem” says that this dual action identifies A ×α N among C∗-algebras generated by
Stacey-covariant representations of (A, α). It was basically proved in [7, Proposition 2.1]
(modulo the correction made in [2]).
Proposition 2.1. Suppose that α is an endomorphism of a C∗-algebra A, and (π, V )
is a Stacey-covariant representation of (A, α) in a C∗-algebra D. If π is faithful and
there is a strongly continuous action γ : T → AutD such that γz(π(a)) = π(a) and
γz(V ) = zV , then π × V is faithful on A×α N.
Proof. The conditions on γ say that (π×V )(αˆz(b)) = γz((π×V )(b)) for all b ∈ A×αN.
Thus∥∥∥(π × V )(∫
T
αˆz(b) dz
)∥∥∥ = ∥∥∥ ∫
T
(π × V )(αˆz(b)) dz
∥∥∥ = ∥∥∥ ∫
T
γz((π × V )(b)) dz
∥∥∥
≤
∫
T
‖γz((π × V )(b))‖ dz =
∫
T
‖(π × V )(b)‖ dz
= ‖(π × V )(b)‖,
We now take (B, β) = (A ×α N, αˆ), and apply [7, Lemma 2.2] to (B, β). We have just
verified the hypothesis (2) of [7, Lemma 2.2]. The other hypothesis (1) asks for π × V
to be faithful on the fixed-point algebra Bβ = (A ×α N)αˆ. However, the proof of [2,
Lemma 1.5] uses neither that A is unital nor the estimate (ii) in [2, Theorem 1.2], and
hence we can deduce from that proof that π×V is faithful on Bβ. Thus [7, Lemma 2.2]
applies, and the result follows. 
3. Relative Cuntz-Pimsner algebras of Exel systems
An endomorphism α of a C∗-algebra A is extendible if it extends to a strictly con-
tinuous endomorphism α of M(A). Nondegenerate endomorphisms, for example, are
autmatically extendible with α(1) = 1. In this paper we are interested in Exel systems
(A, α, L) of the kind studied in [11], which means that α is an extendible endomorphism
of a C∗-algebra A and L : A → A is a positive linear map which extends to a positive
linear map L : M(A)→ M(A) such that
(3.1) L(α(a)m) = aL(m) for a ∈ A and m ∈ M(A).
Equation (3.1) implies that L is strictly continuous, and we then assume further that
L(1M(A)) = 1M(A) (but not that α is unital). We say that L is a transfer operator for
(A, α).
Let ML denote the Hilbert bimodule over A constructed in [11]. (This construction
extends the one of [17] to non-unital A, and follows the lines of [10].) Briefly, A is given a
bimodule structure by a ·m = am and m · b = mα(b), and the pairing 〈m, n〉 = L(m∗n)
defines a pre-inner product on A. Modding out by m such that 〈m, m〉 = 0 and
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completing gives a right-Hilbert bimodule ML. We denote by q : A→ML the canonical
map of A onto a dense sub-bimodule of ML, and by φ the homomorphism of A into
L(ML) implementing the left action.
Following [24], a representation (ψ, π) of ML in a C
∗-algebra B consists of a linear
map ψ :ML → B and a homomorphism π : A→ B such that
ψ(m · a) = ψ(m)π(a), ψ(m)∗ψ(n) = π(〈m, n〉), and ψ(a ·m) = π(a)ψ(m)
for a ∈ A and m,n ∈ML. By [24, Proposition 1.8], a representation (ψ, π) of ML gives
a representation (ψ⊗i, π) of M⊗iL := ML⊗A · · ·⊗AML such that ψ⊗i(m1⊗A · · ·⊗Ami) =
ψ(m1) · · ·ψ(mi). The Toeplitz algebra T (ML) is the C∗-algebra genertaed by a universal
representation jM , jA) of ML, and [24, Lemma 2.4] says that
T (ML) = span
{
j⊗iM (m)j
⊗j
M (n)
∗ : m ∈M⊗iL , n ∈M⊗jL i, j ∈ N
}
.
There is a strongly continuous action γ : T→ Aut T (ML), called the gauge action, such
that γz(jA(a)) = jA(a) and γz(jM(m)) = zjM (m) [24, Proposition 1.3].
A representation (ψ, π) ofML inB gives a homomorphism (ψ, π)
(1) : K(ML)→ B such
that (ψ, π)(1)(Θm,n) = ψ(m)ψ(n)
∗ for every rank-one operator Θm,n : p 7→ m · 〈n , p〉.
Following [23, §1], if J is an ideal of A contained in φ−1(K(ML)), then we view the
relative Cuntz-Pimsner algebra O(J,ML) of [38] as the quotient of T (ML) by the ideal
generated by {
jA(a)− (jM , jA)(1)(φ(a)) : a ∈ J
}
.
We write Q or QJ for the quotient map. Then (kM , kA) := (QJ ◦ jM , QJ ◦ jA) is
universal for representations (ψ, π) which are coisometric on J (that is, satisfy π|J =
(ψ, π)(1) ◦ φ|J). If J = {0} then O(J,ML) is just T (ML); if J = φ−1(K(ML)) then
O(J,ML) is the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra O(ML) of [43], and representations that are
coisometric on φ−1(K(ML)) are called Cuntz-Pimsner covariant.
It follows from [24, Lemma 2.4] that each quotient O(J,ML) carries a gauge action
γ : T → O(J,ML) such that the quotient map QJ is equivariant, and the fixed-point
algebra or core is
O(J,ML)γ = span
{
k⊗iM (m)k
⊗i
M (n)
∗ : m,n ∈M⊗iL , i ∈ N
}
.
The following theorem generalises [18, Theorem 6.5].
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that (A, α, L) is an Exel system, and J is an ideal of A contained
in φ−1(K(ML)). There is a unique isometry V ∈ M(O(J,ML)) such that kM(q(a)) =
kA(a)V for a ∈ A, and AdV restricts to an endomorphism α′ of the core CJ :=
O(J,ML)γ such that
(3.2) α′
(
k⊗iM (a ·m)k⊗iM (b · n)∗
)
= k
⊗(i+1)
M (q(α(a))⊗A m)k⊗(i+1)M (q(α(b))⊗A n)∗
for a, b ∈ A and m,n ∈ M⊗iL . Further, α′ is extendible with α′(1) = V V ∗, is injective
and has range α′(1)CJα′(1). Finally, (id, V ) is a Stacey-covariant representation of
(CJ , α
′) such that id×V is an isomorphism of the Stacey crossed product CJ ×α′ N onto
O(J,ML).
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Proof. Since we know from [11, Corollary 3.5] that kA : A → O(J,ML) is nondegen-
erate1, there is at most one multiplier V satisfying kM(q(a)) = kA(a)V , and we have
uniqueness.
When the C∗-algebra A has an identity, we can deduce from the results in [10, §3]
that V := kM(q(1)) has the required properties. When A does not have an identity,
we take an approximate identity {eλ} for A, and claim, following Fowler [22, §3], that
{kM(q(eλ))} converges strictly in M(O(J,ML)) to a multiplier V . Indeed, for a, b ∈ A,
m ∈M⊗iL and n ∈M⊗jL we have
kM(q(eλ))k
⊗i
M (a ·m)k⊗jM (b · n)∗ = kM(q(eλ))kA(a)k⊗iM (m)k⊗jM (b · n)∗(3.3)
= kM(q(eλα(a)))k
⊗i
M (m)k
⊗j
M (b · n)∗
→ kM(q(α(a)))k⊗iM (m)k⊗jM (b · n)∗,
and similarly
(3.4) k⊗iM (a ·m)k⊗jM (b · n)∗kM(q(eλ))→ k⊗iM (a ·m)k⊗jM (n)∗kM(q(b∗)).
Since L is positive and L(1) = 1, we have ‖L‖ ≤ 1, and ‖q(eλ)‖ ≤ ‖eλ‖ ≤ 1 for all λ.
Thus, since the elements k⊗iM (a · m)k⊗jM (b · n)∗ span a dense subspace of O(J,ML), an
ǫ/3 argument using (3.3) and (3.4) shows that {kM(q(eλ))b} and {bkM(q(eλ))} converge
in O(J,ML) for every b ∈ O(J,ML). Thus {kM(q(eλ))} is strictly Cauchy, and since
M(O(J,ML) is strictly complete we deduce that {kM(q(eλ))} converges strictly to a
multiplier V ; (3.3) implies that V satisfies
(3.5) V k⊗iM (a ·m)k⊗jM (b · n)∗ = kM(q(α(a)))k⊗iM (m)k⊗jM (b · n)∗.
To see that V is an isometry, we observe that
kM(q(eλ))
∗kM(q(eλ)) = kA(〈q(eλ), q(eλ)〉) = kA(L(e2λ));
since L is strictly continuous, L(e2λ) converges strictly to L(1M(A)) = 1M(A). Since
kA : A → O(J,ML) is nondegenerate, kM(q(eλ))∗kM(q(eλ)) converges strictly to 1 =
1M(O(J,ML)), and since the multiplication in a multiplier algebra is jointly strictly con-
tinuous on bounded sets (by another ǫ/3 argument), we deduce that V ∗V = 1. Thus V
is an isometry. Next, we let a ∈ A and compute
(3.6) kM(q(a)) = lim
λ
kM(q(aeλ)) = lim
λ
kM(a · q(eλ)) = lim
λ
kA(a)kM(q(eλ)) = kA(a)V,
so V has the required properties.
Conjugating by the isometry V ∈ M(O(J,ML)) gives an endomorphism AdV : T 7→
V TV ∗, and two applications of (3.5) show that
AdV
(
k⊗iM (a ·m)k⊗iM (b · n)∗
)
= kM(q(α(a)))k
⊗i
M (m)k
⊗i
M (n)
∗kM(q(α(b)))∗(3.7)
= k
⊗(i+1)
M (q(α(a))⊗A m)k⊗(i+1)M (q(α(b))⊗A n)∗.
The formula (3.7) implies that AdV maps the core CJ into itself, and that the restriction
α′ := (AdV )|CJ satisfies (3.2). The pair (id, V ) is then by definition Stacey covariant for
α′ ∈ EndCJ , and we can apply the dual-invariant uniqueness theorem (Proposition 2.1)
to the gauge action γ on O(J,ML), finding that id×V is a faithful representation of
1We caution that this nondegeneracy is not at all obvious, and even slightly surprising, because the
representation pi in a Toeplitz representation (ψ, pi) is not required to be nondegenerate.
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CJ×α′N in O(J,ML). The identity kM(q(a)) = kA(a)V implies that kM(ML) = kA(A)V ,
and since O(J,ML) is generated by kA(A) ⊂ CJ and kM(ML), the range of id×V
contains the generating set kA(A) ∪ kA(A)V , and hence is all of O(J,ML).
It remains for us to prove the assertions about α′. It is injective because AdV is.
Since kA is nondegenerate the image {kA(eλ)} of an approximate identity {eλ} converges
strictly to 1 in M(O(J,ML)). Hence {α′(kA(eλ))} = {V kA(eλ)V ∗} converges strictly to
the projection V V ∗. Thus α′ is extendible with α′(1) = V V ∗ by, for example, [1,
Proposition 3.1.1].
The range of α′ is certainly contained in the corner α′(1)CJα′(1). To see the reverse
inclusion, fix T ∈ α′(1)CJα′(1). Then T = V V ∗SV V ∗ = AdV (V ∗SV ) for some S ∈ CJ .
Since CJ is α
′-invariant, to see that T is in the range of α′ = AdV |CJ it suffices to see
that V ∗SV is in CJ , and, by continuity of AdV ∗, it suffices to see this for S of the form
S = k⊗iM ((a ·m1)⊗A m′)k⊗iM ((b · n1)⊗A n′)∗
where a, b ∈ A, m1, n1 ∈ML and m′, n′ ∈M⊗(i−1)L . For i ≥ 1 the calculation
V ∗k⊗iM ((a ·m1)⊗A m′) = (kA(a∗)V )∗kM(m1)k⊗(i−1)M (m′)
= kM(q(a
∗))∗kM(m1)k
⊗(i−1)
M (m
′)
= kA(〈q(a∗), m1〉)k⊗(i−1)M (m′)
= k
⊗(i−1)
M (〈q(a∗), m1〉 ·m′)
gives
V ∗SV = k⊗(i−1)M (〈q(a∗), m1〉 ·m′)k⊗(i−1)M (〈q(b∗), n1〉 · n′)∗ ∈ CJ .
For i = 0 we have
V ∗SV = V ∗kA(a)kA(b)∗V = kM(q(a∗))∗kM(q(b∗)) = kA(〈q(a∗) , q(b∗)〉) ∈ CJ .
Thus T = AdV (V ∗SV ) = α′(V ∗SV ), and α′ has range α′(1)CJα′(1). 
4. Exel crossed products
Suppose that (A, α, L) is an Exel system, as in §3. As in [11], a Toeplitz-covariant
representation of (A, α, L) in a C∗-algebra B consists of a nondegenerate homomorphism
π : A→ B and an element S ∈M(B) such that
Sπ(a) = π(α(a))S and S∗π(a)S = π(L(a)).
The Toeplitz crossed product T (A, α, L) is generated by a universal Toeplitz-covariant
representation (i, s) (or, more correctly, by i(A)∪ i(A)s). By [11, Proposition 3.1], there
is a map ψs : ML → T (A, α, L) such that ψs(q(a)) = i(a)s, and (ψs, i) is a representation
of ML. Set
Kα := Aα(A)A ∩ φ−1(K(ML)).
In [11, §4], the Exel crossed product A⋊α,L N of a possibly non-unital C∗-algebra A by
N is the quotient of T (A, α, L) by the ideal generated by{
i(a)− (ψs, i)(1)(φ(a)) : a ∈ Kα
}
.
We write Q for the quotient map of T (A, α, L) onto A⋊α,LN, and (j, t) := (Q◦ i,Q(s)).
There is a dual action αˆ of T on A⋊α,L N such that αˆz(j(a)) = j(a) and αˆz(t) = zt.
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Theorem 4.1 of [11] says that there is an isomorphism θ of O(Kα,ML) onto A⋊α,L N
such that θ◦kA = Q◦i and θ◦kM = Q◦ψs. We will now use θ to transfer the conclusions
of Theorem 3.1 over to A⋊α,L N.
If {eλ} is an approximate idenity for A, then
θ ◦ kM(q(eλ)) = Q(ψs(q(eλ))) = Q(i(eλ)s) = Q(i(eλ))Q(s)
converges by nondegeneracy of i to Q(s), and hence θ carries the isometry V of The-
orem 3.1 into t := Q(s). The isomorphism θ is equivariant for the gauge action γ
on O(Kα,ML) and the dual action αˆ on A ⋊α,L N, and hence maps the core CKα =
O(Kα,ML)γ onto (A⋊α,L N)αˆ.
Next, we want a workable description of (A⋊α,LN)
αˆ. For m = q(a1)⊗A · · ·⊗A q(ai) ∈
M⊗iL we have
k⊗iM (m) = kM(q(a1)) · · · kM(q(ai)) = kA(a1)V · · · kA(ai)V(4.1)
= kA(a1)kA(α(a2))V
2kA(a3)V · · · kA(ai)V
= kA
(
a1α(a2)α
2(a3) · · ·αi−1(ai)
)
V i,
and hence θ takes k⊗iM (m) into an element of the form j(a)t
i. Now
span
{
j(a)tit∗kj(b) : a, b ∈ A, i, k ∈ N}
is a ∗-subalgebra of A ⋊α,L N containing the generating set j(A) ∪ j(A)t, and hence is
dense in A⋊α,LN. The expectation onto (A⋊α,L N)
αˆ is continuous and kills terms with
i 6= k, so
(4.2) (A⋊α,L N)
αˆ = span
{
j(a)tit∗ij(b) : a, b ∈ A, i ∈ N}.
Corollary 4.1. Suppose that (A, α, L) is an Exel system. Then there is an injective
endomorphism β of (A⋊α,L N)
αˆ such that
(4.3) β(j(a)tit∗ij(b)) = j(α(a))ti+1t∗(i+1)j(α(b)).
The endomorphism β is extendible with β(1) = tt∗ and has range tt∗(A ⋊α,L N)αˆtt∗.
The pair (id, t) is a Stacey-covariant representation of
(
(A ⋊α,L N)
αˆ, β
)
, and id×t is
an isomorphism of the Stacey crossed product (A ⋊α,L N)
αˆ ×β N onto the Exel crossed
product A⋊α,L N.
Proof. Applying the isomorphism θ : O(Kα,ML) → A ⋊α,L N to the conclusion of
Theorem 3.1 gives an endomorphism β := θ◦α′◦θ−1 of (A⋊α,LN)αˆ and an isomorphism
id×t of (A⋊α,L N)αˆ ×β N onto A⋊α,L N. It remains for us to check the formula for β.
Let m = q(a1)⊗A · · ·⊗A q(ai). Then the calculation (4.1) shows that θ carries k⊗iM (c ·m)
into j(ca1α(a2) · · ·αi−1(ai))ti, and k⊗(i+1)M (q(α(c))⊗A m) into
j
(
α(c)α(a1)α
2(a2) · · ·αi(ai)
)
ti+1 = j
(
α(ca1α(a2) · · ·αi−1(ai))
)
ti+1,
so (4.3) follows from (3.2). 
Remark 4.2. Since we have identified how the action α′ on the core of O(Kα,ML)
pulls over to the Exel crossed product A ⋊α,L N, we will from now on freely identify
O(Kα,ML) and A⋊α,L N, and drop the isomorphism θ from our notation.
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Example 4.3. We now discuss a family of Exel systems studied in [19] and [33]. Let
d ∈ N and fix B ∈Md(Z) with nonzero determinant N . (This matrix B plays the same
role as the matrix B in [19, 33]; because A is already heavily subscribed in this paper,
we write Bt in place of the matrix A used there.)
The map σBt : T
d → Td characterised by σBt(e2piix) = e2piiBtx is a cover-
ing map, and induces an endomorphism αBt : f 7→ f ◦ σBt of C(Td), and
L(f)(z) := N−1
∑
σBt (w)=z
f(w) defines a transfer operator L for αBt . Proposition 3.3
of [33] says that the Exel crossed product C(Td) ⋊αBt ,L N is the universal C
∗-algebra
generated by a unitary representation u of Zd and an isometry v satisfying
(E1) vum = uBm,
(E2) v∗umv =
{
uB−1m if m ∈ BZd
0 otherwise, and
(E3) 1 =
∑
m∈Σ(umv)(umv)
∗;
we then have
C(Td)⋊αBt ,L N = span{umvkv∗lu∗n : k, l ∈ N and m,n ∈ Zd}.
When we view C(Td) ⋊αBt ,L N as a Cuntz-Pimsner algebra (O(ML), jML , jC(Td)) as in
Remark 4.2, v = jML(q(1)) = t and u is the representation m 7→ jC(Td)(γm), where
γm(z) := z
m. Since αBt(γm) = γBm, Corollary 4.1 gives an endomorphism β of(
C(Td)⋊αBt ,L N
)αˆBt = span{umviv∗iu∗n : i ∈ N and m,n ∈ Zd}
satisfying
(4.4) β(umv
iv∗iu∗n) = uBmv
i+1v∗(i+1)u∗Bn.
Now that we have the formula for β, we can prove directly that there is such an
endomorphism. To see this, we choose a set Σ of coset representatives for Zd/BZd, and
recall from [33, Proposition 5.5(b)] that for each i and
Σi := {µ1 +Bµ2 + · · ·Bi−1µi : µ ∈ Σi},
{umviv∗iu∗n : m,n ∈ Σi} is a set of nonzero matrix units. Thus there is a homomorphism
ζi : MΣi(C) → MΣi+1(C) such that ζi(umviv∗iu∗n) = uBmvi+1v∗(i+1)u∗Bn. Let δ denote
the universal representation of B1Zd in C∗(Bi+1Zd). Then the unitary representation
Bim 7→ δBi+1m induces a homomorphism ηi : C∗(BiZd) → C∗(Bi+1Zd). When we
identify Ci := span{umviv∗iu∗n} with MΣi(C)⊗ C∗(BiZd) as in [33, Proposition 5.5(c)],
we get homomorphisms
βi := ζi ⊗ ηi : Ci = MΣi(C)⊗ C∗(BiZd)→ Ci+1 =MΣi+1(C)⊗ C∗(Bi+1Zd)
satisfying (4.4). The Cuntz relation (E3) implies that βi+1|Ci = βi, and hence the βi
combine to give a homomorphism β :
⋃∞
i=1Ci →
⋃∞
i=1Ci satisfying (4.4); since the
homomorphisms βi are norm-decreasing, β extends to an endomorphism of O(ML)γ =⋃∞
i=1Ci.
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5. Cuntz-Pimsner algebras
Let (A, α, L) be an Exel system as in §3, and let I be an ideal in A. Following [10,
Definition 4.1], we say that L is almost faithful on I if
a ∈ I and L(b∗a∗ab) = 0 for all b ∈ A imply a = 0.
Since
(5.1) L(b∗a∗ab) = 〈q(ab), q(ab)〉 = 〈φ(a)(q(b)), φ(a)(q(b))〉,
L is almost faithful on I if and only if φ|I : I → L(ML) is injective. In this section, we
suppose that L is almost faithful on φ−1(K(ML)). Then [38, Proposition 2.1] implies
that the canonical map kA : A → O(ML) is injective. This will allow us to use [23,
Corollary 4.9] to realise the core O(ML)γ as a direct limit.
We denote the identity operator on M⊗iL by 1i, and write K(M⊗jL ) ⊗A 1i−j for the
image of K(M⊗jL ) under the map T 7→ T ⊗A 1i−j . Then, following [23, §4], we define
Ci = (A⊗A 1i) + (K(ML)⊗A 1i−1) + · · ·+K(M⊗iL ),
which is a C∗-subalgebra of L(M⊗iL ). We define φi : Ci → Ci+1 by φi(T ) = T ⊗A 1i, and
define (C∞, ιi) := lim−→(Ci, φi). Since kA is injective, we can now apply [23, Corollary 4.9]
to the Cuntz-Pimsner covariant representation (kM , kA), and deduce that there is an
isomorphism κ of C∞ onto the core O(ML)γ such that
(5.2) κ(ιi(T ⊗A 1i−j)) = (k⊗jM , kA)(1)(T ) for T ∈ K(M⊗jL ) and i ≥ j
(the notation in [23] suppresses the maps ιi ).
To describe the endomorphism β := κ−1 ◦ α′ ◦ κ of C∞, we need some notation.
Lemma 5.1. The map U : A → ML defined by U(a) = q(α(a)) is an adjointable
isometry such that U∗(q(a)) = L(a) for a ∈ A.
Proof. The calculation
(5.3) 〈U(a) , U(b)〉 = 〈q(α(a)) , q(α(b))〉 = L(α(a)∗α(b)) = L(α(a∗b)) = a∗b = 〈a , b〉
shows that U is inner-product preserving. We next note that
(5.4) 〈U(a) , q(b)〉 = L(α(a)∗b) = a∗L(b) = 〈a , L(b)〉.
Equation (5.4) implies that
‖a∗L(b)‖ = ‖〈U(a) , q(b)〉‖ ≤ ‖U(a)‖ ‖q(b)‖ = ‖a‖ ‖q(b)‖;
thus ‖L(b)‖ ≤ ‖q(b)‖, and there is a well-defined bounded linear map T : ML → A such
that T (q(b)) = L(b). Now (5.4) shows that U is adjointable with adjoint T . 
Corollary 5.2. Define maps Ui : M
⊗i
L → M⊗(i+1)L by identifying M⊗iL with A ⊗A M⊗iL
and taking
Ui := U ⊗A 1i :M⊗i = A⊗A M⊗iL →ML ⊗A M⊗iL =M⊗(i+1)L .
Then each Ui is an adjointable isometry, and
(a) Ui(a ·m) = q(α(a))⊗A m;
(b) U∗i (q(a)⊗A m) = L(a) ·m;
(c) Ui+1 = Ui ⊗A 1 and U∗i+1 = U∗i ⊗A 1.
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With the notation of Corollary 5.2, we can now describe the endomorphism on C∞.
Theorem 5.3. Suppose that (A, α, L) is an Exel system such that L is almost faithful
on φ−1(K(ML)). Then there is an endomorphism β of C∞ := lim−→(Ci, φi) such that
(5.5) β(ιi(T )) = ιi+1(UiTU
∗
i ) for T ∈ Ci,
and β is extendible and injective with range β(1)C∞β(1). Let κ be the isomorphism of
C∞ onto O(ML)γ satisfying (5.2), and let V be the isometry in M(O(ML)) such that
kM(q(a)) = kA(a)V for a ∈ A (as given by Theorem 3.1). Then (κ, V ) is a Stacey-
covariant representation of (C∞, β) in O(ML), and κ × V is an isomorphism of the
Stacey crossed product C∞ ×β N onto O(ML).
Proof. We define β := κ−1 ◦ α′ ◦ κ, where α′ is the endomorphism from Theorem 3.1.
Let a ·m, b · n ∈M⊗iL . Then κ ◦ ιi(Θa·m,b·n) = k⊗iM (a ·m)k⊗iM (b · n)∗, and
κ ◦ β ◦ ιi(Θa·m,b·n) = α′ ◦ κ ◦ ιi(Θa·m,b·n)
= k
⊗(i+1)
M (q(α(a))⊗A m)k⊗(i+1)M (q(α(b))⊗A n)∗ (using (3.2))
= κ ◦ ιi+1(Θq(α(a))⊗Am,q(α(b))⊗An)
= κ ◦ ιi+1(ΘUi(a·m),Ui(b·n))
= κ ◦ ιi+1(UiΘa·m,b·nU∗i ).
This gives (5.5) for T ∈ K(M⊗iL ). For j < i and S ∈ K(M⊗jL ), we have
β(ιi(S ⊗A 1i−j)) = β(ιj(S)) = ιj+1(UjSU∗j )
= ιi+1((Uj ⊗A 1i−j)(S ⊗A 1i−j)(U∗j ⊗A 1i−j))
= ιi+1(Ui(S ⊗A 1i−j)U∗i ),
and adding over j gives (5.5) for arbitrary T in Ci. The theorem now follows from
Theorem 3.1. 
Remark 5.4. Equation (5.1) implies that φ is injective if and only if L is almost
faithful on A. For a classical system associated to a surjective local homeomorphism
σ : X → X , the transfer operator L that averages over inverse images is always faithful.
Other transfer operators for other surjections σ : X → X need not be faithful— see [10,
Example 4.7]. The canonical transfer operators for corner endomorphisms, on the other
hand, are never faithful but, as we shall see in §6, they are often almost faithful.
Connections with a construction of Exel. In [18, Theorem 6.5], Exel shows that
if A is unital, α is injective and unital, and there is a faithful conditional expectation E
of A onto α(A), then his crossed product A⋊α,α−1◦E N is isomorphic to a Stacey crossed
product Aˇ ×β′ N. The C∗-algebra Aˇ is by definition a subalgebra of the C∗-algebraic
direct limit of a sequence of algebras of the form L(Mi) for certain Hilbert modules
Mi. Exel’s hypotheses on α imply that L := α
−1 ◦ E is a faithful transfer operator
for α satisfying L(1) = 1, and hence that φ : A → L(ML) is injective. Thus the Exel
crossed product A⋊α,L N is the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra O(ML), and Theorem 5.3 gives
an isomorphism of C∞ ×β N onto A⋊α,L N. It is natural to ask whether Exel’s system
(Aˇ, β ′) is the same as the system (C∞, β) appearing in Theorem 5.3.
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Exel’s module Mi is the Hilbert module over α
i(A) associated to the expectation
αi ◦ Li of A onto αi(A) (which he denotes by Ei), and hence is a completion of a copy
qi(A) of A. By restricting the action we can view Mi as a module over α
i+1(A), and
this induces a linear map ji : Mi → Mi+1; Lemma 4.7 of [18] says that there is a
homomorphism φi : L(Mi) → L(Mi+1) characterised by φi(T ) ◦ ji = ji ◦ T . (Exel
writes the maps ji as inclusions.) Since L
i is a transfer operator for αi, αi ◦ Li extends
to a self-adjoint projection eˇi in L(Mi). Exel’s C∗-algebra Aˇ is the C∗-subalgebra of
lim−→(L(Mi), φi) generated by the images of A = L(M0) and {eˇi : i ∈ N}. Propositions
4.2 and 4.3 of [18] say that α and L extend to isometric linear maps αi : Mi → Mi+1
and Li : Mi+1 → Mi, Proposition 4.6 of [18] says that the maps β ′i : T 7→ αi ◦ T ◦ Li
are injective homomorphisms of L(Mi) into L(Mi+1), and Proposition 4.10 of [18] says
that they induce an endomorphism β ′ of lim−→(L(Mi), φi) which leaves Aˇ invariant and
satisfies β ′(eˇi) = eˇi+1 for i ≥ 0.
To compare our construction with that of [18, §4], we use the maps
Vi : q(a1)⊗A · · · ⊗A q(ai) 7→ qi
(
a1α(a2)α
2(a3) · · ·αi−1(ai)
)
;
the pairs (Vi, α
i) then form compatible isomorphisms of (M⊗iL , A) onto (Mi, α
i(A)), and
induce isomorphisms θi of L(M⊗iL ) onto L(Mi). One quickly checks that the isometries
Ui of Corollary 5.2 satisfy
Vi+1UiV
−1
i (qi(a)) = Vi+1Ui(q(a)⊗A 1 · · · ⊗A 1
= Vi+1(q(1)⊗A q(a)⊗A · · · ⊗ q(1))
= qi+1(α(a)) = αi(qi(a)),
and similiarly ViU
∗
i Vi+1(qi+1(a)) = qi(L(a)) = Li(qi+1(a)). Thus our endomorphism
AdUi is carried into Exel’s β
′
i. The isomorphisms θi combine to give an injection of our
direct limit C∞ = lim−→(Ci, φi) into lim−→(L(Mi), φi), and since t
it∗i = βi(1) is carried into
(β ′)i(1) = eˇi, the formula (4.2) implies that the range of this injection is span{aeˇib :
a, b ∈ A}, which by [18, Proposition 4.9] is precisely Aˇ. So (C∞, β) is indeed isomorphic
to (Aˇ, β ′), and Theorem 5.3 extends [18, Theorem 6.5].
6. Stacey crossed products as Exel crossed products
Stacey crossed products are particularly useful for studying corner endomorphisms
which map a C∗-algebra onto a corner pAp (see [41, 7, 32], for example). In his original
paper on the subject, Exel proved that if B is unital and β ∈ EndB is an injective corner
endomorphism, then the Stacey crossed product B ×β N is an Exel crossed product
B⋊β,K N for the transfer operator K : b 7→ β−1(β(1)bβ(1)) [17, Theorem 4.7]. Since the
endomorphisms α′ and β appearing in our main theorems are corner endomorphisms,
we are interested in a version of this result for nonunital algebras.
Proposition 6.1. Suppose that β is an extendible endomorphism of a C∗-algebra B
such that β is injective and β(B) = β(1)Bβ(1). Then K : b 7→ β−1(β(1)bβ(1)) is a
transfer operator for β, and K is almost faithful on Bβ(B)B = Bβ(1)B.
Proof. It is easy to see that K is a positive linear map with norm 1, and a very quick
calculation shows that it satisfies K(β(b)c) = bK(c) for b, c ∈ B. Since β is injective, the
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extension β is an isomorphism of M(B) onto M(β(1)Bβ(1)). Multipliers of the form
β(1)mβ(1) in M(B) multiply the corner β(1)Bβ(1), so we can define K : M(B) →
M(B) by K(m) = (β)−1(β(1)mβ(1)), and this has the required property K(β(b)m) =
bK(m) for b ∈ B and m ∈M(B).
To see that K is almost faithful, we suppose that b ∈ Bβ(B)B satisfies K(c∗b∗bc) = 0
for all c ∈ B, and prove that b = 0. We have
K(c∗b∗bc) = 0 for all c ∈ B =⇒ β(1)(c∗b∗bc)β(1) = 0 for all c ∈ B
=⇒ bcβ(1) = 0 for all c ∈ B
=⇒ bcβ(1)d = 0 for all c, d ∈ B
=⇒ b(Bβ(B)B) = 0
=⇒ bb∗ = 0,
which implies b = 0. Thus K is almost faithful. An approximate identity argument
shows that Bβ(1)B ⊂ Bβ(B)B, and the reverse inclusion holds because the range of β
is β(1)Bβ(1). 
We can now give a generalisation of [17, Theorem 4.7].
Theorem 6.2. Suppose that β is an extendible endomorphism of a C∗-algebra B such
that β is injective and has range β(1)Bβ(1), and (B, β,K) is the Exel system of Proposi-
tion 6.1. Let (kM , kB) be the universal representation of MK in B⋊β,KN := O(Kβ ,MK),
and let V be the isometry in M(O(Kβ ,MK)) such that kM(q(b)) = kB(b)V (as given by
Theorem 3.1). Then (kB, V ) is a Stacey-covariant representation of (B, β), and kB × V
is an isomorphism of the Stacey crossed product B ×β N onto B ⋊β,K N.
The proof of Theorem 6.2 uses a simple lemma which we will need again.
Lemma 6.3. Suppose that (B, β,K) are as in Proposition 6.1. Then for every b, c ∈ B,
we have Θq(b),q(c) = φ(bβ(1)c
∗).
Proof. We take d ∈ B and compute:
(6.1) Θq(b),q(c)(q(d)) = q(b) · 〈q(c) , q(d)〉 = q(bβ(K(c∗d))) = q(bβ(1)(c∗d)β(1)).
A direct calculation shows that ‖q(bβ(1)aβ(1))− q(bβ(1)a)‖ = 0 for all a ∈ B, so (6.1)
gives
Θq(b),q(c)(q(d)) = q(bβ(1)(c
∗d)) = φ(bβ(1)c∗)(q(d)). 
Proof of Theorem 6.2. We choose an approximate identity {eλ} for B, and then
Lemma 6.3 implies that Θq(β(b)),q(eλ) converges in norm in L(MK) to φ(β(b)). This
implies, first, that β(b) belongs to Kβ := Bβ(B)B ∩ φ−1(K(MK)), and, second, that
(6.2) (kM , kB)
(1)(Θq(β(b)),q(eλ))→ (kM , kB)(1)(φ(β(b))) = kB(β(b)).
But
(kM , kB)
(1)(Θq(β(b)),q(eλ)) = kM(q(β(b)))kM(q(eλ))
∗ = kB(β(b))V V ∗kB(eλ),
and kB is nondegenerate by [11, Corollary 3.5], so
(6.3) (kM , kB)
(1)(Θq(β(b)),q(eλ))→ kB(β(b))V V ∗ = V kB(b)V ∗.
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Together, (6.2) and (6.3) imply that kB(β(b)) = V kB(b)V
∗, which is Stacey covariance.
The induced homomorphism kB × V : B ×β N → O(Kβ,MK) is equivariant for the
dual action βˆ and the gauge action γ. By Proposition 6.1, the transfer operator K is
almost faithful on Kβ, and so Theorem 4.3 of [11] implies that kB : B → O(Kβ ,MK)
is injective. Thus the dual-invariant uniqueness theorem (Proposition 2.1) implies that
kB × V is injective, and since its range contains all the generators kB(B) ∪ kB(B)V =
kB(B) ∪ kM(q(B)), it is an isomorphism.
Finally, recall that we are identifying O(Kβ,MK) with B ⋊β,K N using [11, Theo-
rem 4.1] (see Remark 4.2). 
Theorem 6.2 applies to the endomorphism α′ of Theorem 3.1 and hence to the endo-
morphism β of Corollary 4.1. Together, Theorem 6.2 and Corollary 4.1 give an alter-
native description of every Exel crossed product as an Exel crossed product of a larger
algebra:
Corollary 6.4. Suppose that (A, α, L) is an Exel system. Let β be the endomorphism
of B := (A ⋊α,L N)
αˆ described in Corollary 4.1, and let K be the transfer operator for
(B, β) described in Proposition 6.1. Let V be the isometry in M(B ⋊β,K N) such that
kMK (q(b)) = kB(b)V for b ∈ B. Then there is an isomorphism Υ of A ⋊α,L N onto
B ⋊β,K N such that Υ ◦ kA = kB ◦ kA and Υ(t) = V .
Proof. We let Υ1 : B ×β N → A ⋊α,L N be the isomorphism of Corollary 4.1, let Υ2 :
B ×β N → B ⋊β,K N be the isomorphism of Theorem 6.2, and then Υ = Υ2 ◦ Υ−11 has
the required properties. 
The Stacey system (C∞, β) appearing in Theorem 5.3 also involves a corner endomor-
phism, and we can apply Theorem 6.2 to this system. We show below that the ideal Kβ
in C∞ is φ−1(K(MK)), and hence the relative Cuntz-Pimsner algebra O(Kβ,MK) is the
Cuntz-Pimsner algebra O(MK). For the proof we need the following general lemma.
Lemma 6.5. Suppose that (B, β,K) is the Exel system described in Proposition 6.1.
Then
(a) K(MK) = φ
(
Bβ(B)B
)
, and
(b) Bβ(B)B ∩ kerφ = {0}.
If the ideal Bβ(B)B is essential in B, then φ is injective and
Kβ = Bβ(B)B = φ
−1(K(MK)).
Proof. The equality in (a) follows from Lemma 6.3 and the identity Bβ(B)B = Bβ(1)B
from Proposition 6.1. For (b), we let b ∈ B, and then
φ(b) = 0⇐⇒ q(bc) = φ(b)(q(c)) = 0 for all c ∈ B
⇐⇒ K(c∗b∗bc) = 0 for all c ∈ B
⇐⇒ β(1)(c∗b∗bc)β(1) = 0 for all c ∈ B
⇐⇒ bcβ(1) = 0 for all c ∈ B
⇐⇒ b(Bβ(1)B) = {0};
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since the intersection of two ideals I and J is span{ij : i ∈ I, j ∈ J}, this implies (b). If
Bβ(B)B is essential, then it must meet every non-zero ideal non-trivially, so (b) implies
that kerφ = {0}. Now applying φ−1 to both sides of (a) gives the last assertion. 
Proposition 6.6. Suppose that (A, α, L) is an Exel system such that L is almost faithful
on φ−1(K(ML)). Let (C∞, β) be the Stacey system constructed in Theorem 5.3 and let
K : b 7→ β−1(β(1)bβ(1)) be the transfer operator for (C∞, β) from Proposition 6.1.
(a) The ideal J := C∞β(C∞)C∞ is essential in C∞.
(b) Kβ = J = φ
−1(K(MK)).
(c) Let V be the isometry in M(O(MK)) such that kM(q(c)) = kC∞(c)V for c ∈ C∞.
Then (kC∞ , V ) is a Stacey-covariant representation of (C∞, β) in O(MK), and
kC∞×V is an isomorphism of the Stacey crossed product C∞×β N onto the Exel
crossed product C∞ ⋊β,K N = O(MK).
Proof. Once we have established (a), (b) will follow from Lemma 6.5, and then (c) will
follow from Theorem 6.2.
To prove (a), we first need to get our hands on some elements of the ideal J . Recall
that the system (C∞, β) is pulled back from (O(ML)γ , α′) along the isomorphism κ
described in (5.2). The elements V iV ∗i = V iV ∗iV V ∗ with i ≥ 1 belong to the ideal in
O(ML)γ generated by V V ∗ = α′(1) = κ(β(1)), and hence so do all elements of the form
k⊗iM
(
(q(a1)⊗A · · · ⊗A q(ai)
)
k⊗iM
(
q(b1)⊗A · · · ⊗A q(bi)
)∗
= kA
(
a1α(a2)α
2(a3) · · ·αi−1(ai)
)
V iV ∗ikA
(
b1α(b2)α
2(b3) · · ·αi−1(bi)
)∗
(see the calculation in (4.1)). For m = q(a1)⊗A · · ·⊗A q(ai) and n = q(b1)⊗A · · ·⊗A q(bi)
we have k⊗iM (m)k
⊗i
M (n)
∗ = κ(ιi(Θm,n)). So ιi(Θm,n) belongs to the ideal in C∞ generated
by β(1), which is precisely J . Thus ιi(K(M⊗iL )) ⊂ J for every i ≥ 1.
An ideal J is essential if it has nonzero intersection with every nonzero ideal. We
suppose that I is an ideal in C∞ such that IJ = I ∩ J = {0}, and aim to show that
I = {0}. Since C∞ =
⋃∞
i=1 ι
i(Ci), we know from [2, Lemma 1.3], for example, that
I =
⋃∞
i=1 ι
i(Ci) ∩ I. So it suffices to prove that ιi(Ci)∩I = {0} for every i ≥ 1. Suppose
that T ∈ K(M⊗iL ) for some i ≥ 1 and that ιi(T ) belongs to I. Then the assumption
IJ = {0} and the inclusion in the previous paragraph imply that
(6.4) ιi(TS) = ιi(T )ιi(S) = 0 for every S ∈ K(M⊗iL ).
Since L(M⊗iL ) is the multiplier algebra of K(M⊗iL ) (see [45, Corollary 2.54], for example),
K(M⊗iL ) is essential in L(M⊗iL ), and (6.4) implies that T = 0. Thus ιi(Ci) ∩ I = {0},
as required, and J is essential in C∞. As indicated at the beginning, this completes the
proof of the proposition. 
Remark 6.7. When we combine Proposition 6.6 with Theorem 5.3, we obtain an iso-
morphism of O(ML) onto O(MK) = C∞ ⋊β,K N. So even though O(ML) need not be
the Exel crossed product of the orginal system (A, α, L), it can still be realised as an
Exel crossed product.
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7. The example of Ionescu and Muhly
We now discuss the example of [25, Theorems 3.3 and 3.4] and [15, Proposition 3.3]
which motivated this paper. Let σ be a surjective local homeomorphism of a compact
Hausdorff space X . The Deaconu-Renault groupoid (named after its use in [14] and a
special case in [46, page 138]) is
G := {(x, n, y) ∈ X × Z×X : σk(x) = σl(y) for some k, l ∈ N with n = k − l}
with unit space G(0) = X , source and range maps s((x, n, y)) = y, r((x, n, y)) = x,
product (x, n, z)(z, k, y) = (x, n + k, y), and inverse (x, n, y)−1 = (y,−n, x). Suppose
that U , V are open subsets of X , and k, l are natural numbers such that σk|U and σl|V
are homeomorphisms with σk(U) = σl(V ), and set
Z(U, V, k, l) = {(x, k − l, y) ∈ G : x ∈ U, y ∈ V }.
It is shown in [20, §3] that the sets Z(U, V, k, l) are a basis for a locally compact Hausdorff
topology onG, and thatG is then an r-discrete groupoid for which the counting measures
form a Haar system. Since X = G(0) is open in G, C(X) = C(G(0)) embeds isometrically
in C∗(G).
As in [25], the function S ∈ Cc(G) defined by
(7.1) S(x, k, y) =
{
1√
|σ−1(σ(x))| if k = 1 and y = σ(x)
0 otherwise,
is an isometry in C∗(G). The discussion on page 110 of [46] show that there is an
action γ′ : T → AutC∗(G) such that γ′z(f)(x, k, y) = zkf(x, k, y). The following is a
restatement of [25, Theorem 3.3].
Theorem 7.1. (Deaconu, Ionescu-Muhly) Let α be the endomorphism f 7→ f ◦ σ of
C(X), and let L be the transfer operator for (C(X), α) defined by
L(f)(x) =
1
|σ−1(x)|
∑
σ(y)=x
f(y).
Let ι be the identification of C(X) with the isometric embedding of C(G(0)) in C∗(G)
and S the isometry of (7.1), and define ψ : ML → C∗(G) by ψ(f) = ι(f)S. Then (ψ, ι)
is a Cuntz-Pimsner covariant representation of ML, and ψ × ι is a γ–γ′ equivariant
isomorphism of O(ML) onto C∗(G).
For n,m ∈ N, set Rnn := {(x, 0, y) ∈ G : σn(x) = σn(y)} and R∞ :=
⋃
n∈NRn, which
is an open and closed subgroupoid of G. Define c : G → Z by c(x, n, y) = n, and
note that c is a continuous homomorphism such that R∞ = c−1(0). We can therefore
deduce from [26, Theorem 6.2], for example, that the inclusion map induces an isometric
embedding of C∗(R∞) into C∗(G). We can now restate [25, Theorem 3.4] as follows:
Theorem 7.2. (Ionescu-Muhly) The inclusion i : Cc(R∞)→ Cc(G) ⊂ C∗(G) extends to
an isomorphism i of C∗(R∞) onto the fixed-point algebra C∗(G)γ
′
. Let S be the isometry
in (7.1). Then (C∗(R∞),AdS,AdS∗) is an Exel system. Define ρ : Cc(R∞) → C∗(G)
by ρ(h) = i(h)S. Then (ρ, i) extends to a Cuntz-Pimsner covariant representation of
MAdS∗, and ρ× i is an isomorphism of O(MAdS∗) onto C∗(G).
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Together Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 give an isomorphism of O(ML) onto O(MAdS∗). We
can now recover this isomorphism from our results and Theorem 7.1.
Corollary 7.3. Let j be the inclusion of C(X) = C(R
(0)
∞ ) in C∗(R∞). Then there is an
isomorphism Υ of C(X)⋊α,L N = O(ML) onto C∗(R∞)⋊AdS,AdS∗ N = O(MAdS∗) such
that Υ ◦ kC(X) = kC∗(R∞) ◦ j and Υ ◦ kML = kMAdS∗ ◦ j.
Proof. We first claim that C(X) acts on the left of ML by compact operators. To see
this, choose a finite open covering {Ui} ofX such that σ is a homeomorphism on each Ui,
let {gi} be a partition of unity subordinate to {Ui}, and set ηi(x) =
√|σ−1(σ(x))|gi(x).
Then [21, Proposition 8.2] implies that φ(f) =
∑
iΘf ·ηi,ηi for f ∈ C(X), and hence
φ(f) is compact, as claimed. Since α is unital, Kα = φ
−1(K(ML)), and C(X)⋊α,L N =
O(Kα,ML) coincides with O(ML).
Since the isomorphism ψ × ι of Theorem 7.1 is γ–γ′ equivariant we can pull the
endomorphism α′ of O(ML)γ from Theorem 3.1 over to an endomorphism τ of C∗(R∞)
by setting i◦ τ := (ψ× ι) ◦α′ ◦ (ψ× ι)−1. Let K be the transfer operator of (C∗(R∞), τ)
defined by K(b) = τ−1(τ (1)bτ(1)). Then Corollary 6.4 says there is an isomorphism
Υ of C(X) ⋊α,L N = O(ML) onto C∗(R∞) ⋊τ,K N with the stated properties. Since
L is faithful, Proposition 6.6(b) implies that Kτ = φ
−1(K(MK)), which implies that
C∗(R∞)⋊τ,K N = O(MK). 2
Finally, we need to check that (τ,K) coincides with the Exel system of [25, The-
orem 3.4]. By the formula (3) at the top of page 197 of [25] we need to check that
(τ,K) = (AdS,AdS∗). For this, recall from Theorem 3.1 that α′ is (AdV )| where
V = kML(1); since ι ⋊ ψ(V ) = ψ(1) = ι(1)S = S it follows that τ is AdS. Now
K(b) = τ−1(SS∗bSS∗) = S∗bS, that is, K is AdS∗. Thus MK = MAdS∗ as required. 
Proposition 6.6 now implies that C∗(G) is isomorphic to the Stacey crossed product
C∗(R∞) ×AdS N, as also noticed by Anantharaman-Delaroche [3, §1.3.4] and Deaconu
[14, page 1782].
8. K-theory
Let (A, α, L) be an Exel system such that L is almost faithful on φ−1(K(ML)). Recall
from Theorem 5.3 that the core O(ML)γ is isomorphic to a direct limit C∞ := lim−→(Ci, φi)
and that there is an endomorphism β of C∞ such that the Stacey crossed product
C∞ ×β N is isomorphic to O(ML). In this section we establish a 6-term cyclic exact
sequence of K-groups of C∞ and O(ML). For this we need to know that the range of β
is a full corner in C∞, and we show this with the following more general lemma.
Lemma 8.1. Suppose that (A, α, L) is an Exel system such that L is almost faithful
on φ−1(K(ML)). Let (C∞, β) be the Stacey system constructed in Theorem 5.3 and let
K : b 7→ β−1(β(1)bβ(1)) be the transfer operator for (C∞, β) from Proposition 6.1.
Define3
Ii := (K(ML)⊗A 1i−1) + · · ·+K(M⊗iL ).
2This contradicts the claim on page 201 of [25] that C∗(R∞)τ(C∗(R∞))C∗(R∞) is a proper ideal.
3It’s not clear whether there is much point in doing this lemma in this generality. In the application
to Theorem 8.2 we are assuming that φ ⊂ K(ML) and that A ia unital. But under these hypotheses,
K(M⊗i
L
) = L(M⊗i
L
) is unital, and so is C∞.
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Then Ii is an ideal in Ci, lim−→ Ii is naturally isomorphic to an ideal I∞ :=
⋃∞
i=1 ι
i(Ii) in
C∞, and this ideal is precisely J = C∞β(C∞)C∞. Moreover, the following are equivalent:
(a) A acts by compact operators on ML;
(b) C∞ acts by compact operators on MK ;
(c) J = C∞;
(d) the range of β is a full corner in C∞.
Proof. Recall that (C∞, ιi) = lim−→(Ci, φi) where φi : Ci → Ci+1 is φi(T ) = T ⊗A 1i.
An induction argument shows that each Ii is the sum of a C
∗-subalgebra Ii−1⊗A1 and
the ideal K(M⊗iL ) of L(M⊗iL ), hence is a C∗-algebra. For fixed i ≥ 1, and for 0 ≤ j ≤ i
and 1 ≤ l ≤ i, the product(K(M⊗jL )⊗ 1i−j)(K(M⊗lL )⊗ 1i−l)
of typical summands of Ci and Ii is back in Ii, whence Ii is an ideal in Ci. Thus
I∞ :=
⋃∞
i=1 ι
i(Ii) is an ideal in C∞ =
⋃∞
i=1 ι
i(Ci). The maps ι
i induce an isomorphism
of lim−→ Ii onto I∞.
Next observe that, since β maps ιi(K(M⊗iL )) into ιi+1(K(M⊗(i+1)L )) (see (5.5)), the
range of β is contained in I∞, and hence J ⊂ I∞. But we showed in the proof above
that ιi(K(M⊗iL )) is contained in J for every i ≥ 1, and hence so is
ιi(Ii) = ι
i
(
(K(ML)⊗A 1i−1 + · · ·+K(M⊗iL )
)
= ι1(K(ML)) + · · ·+ ιi(K(M⊗iL )).
Thus I∞ ⊂ J , and we have proved I∞ = J .
Since φ0 : C0 → C1 is the map φA : A → L(ML), and since ι1 ◦ φ0 = ι0, ι0 : A →
C∞ maps φ−1A (K(ML)) into ι1(K(ML)) ⊂ I∞. Also, T ⊗A 1i ∈ K(M⊗(i+1)L ) implies
T ∈ K(ML) by [23, Lemma 4.5], so φ−1A (K(ML)) = (ι0)−1(I∞). Thus ι0 induces an
injection of A/φ−1A (K(ML)) into C∞/I∞. Since every element of ιi(Ci) has the form
ι0(a) + ιi(c) for some a ∈ A and c ∈ Ii, ι has dense range, and must be surjective. Thus
ι is an isomorphism of A/φ−1A (K(ML)) onto C∞/I∞. From above, I∞ = J , and from
Proposition 6.6, J = φ−1(K(MK)). So the existence of this isomorphism implies that
C∞ acts by compact operators on MK if and only if A acts by compact operators on
ML. This gives the equivalence of (a) and (b). The equivalence of (b) and (c) follows
from Lemma 6.5. The range of β is β(1)C∞β(1) by Theorem 5.3, and C∞β(1)C∞ = J
by Proposition 6.1, so (c) and (d) are equivalent. 
Proposition 8.2. Let (A, α, L) be an Exel system with A unital. Also suppose that A
acts by compact operators on ML and that L is almost faithful on φ
−1(K(ML))=A. Let
(C∞, β) be the Stacey system constructed in Theorem 5.3 and let K : b 7→ β−1
(
β(1)bβ(1)
)
be the transfer operator for (C∞, β) from Proposition 6.1. Assume that C∞ is unital,
and let k = kC∞ : C∞ → O(MK) be the canonical map. Then there exists a cyclic exact
sequence
(8.1) K0(C∞)
β∗−id // K0(C∞)
k∗ // K0(O(MK))
δ0

K1(O(MK))
δ1
OO
K1(C∞)
k∗oo K1(C∞).
β∗−idoo
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Proof. By assumption A acts by compact operators on ML, and hence the range of β
is a full corner in C∞ by Lemma 8.1. Hence Theorem 4.1 of [42] applies, and, using
the isomorphism kC∞ × V of the Stacey crossed product C∞ ×β N onto O(MK) from
Proposition 6.6, gives (8.1). 
It may seem at first glance that Proposition 8.2 has a lot of hypotheses. But these
hypotheses hold in many situations, and in particular when we start with the system
(C(X), α, L) associated to a local homeomorphism σ : X → X (see §7). There O(MK)
is isomorphic to the C∗-algebra of the Deaconu-Renault groupoid G and C∞ is isomor-
phic to the C∗-algebra C∗(R∞) of a subgroupoid. Thus Proposition 8.2 includes [14,
Theorem 2] and [16, Proposition 9.1].
9. Graph algebras as crossed products
Let E = (E0, E1, r, s) be a locally finite directed graph with no sources or sinks.
We use the conventions of [44]. Briefly, we think of E0 as vertices, E1 as edges, and
r, s : E1 → E0 as describing the range and source of an edge. Locally finite means
that E is both row-finite and column-finite, so that both r−1(v) and s−1(v) are finite
for every v ∈ E0. We write E∗ for the set of finite paths µ = µ1 . . . µn satisfying
s(µi) = r(µi+1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, and |µ| for the length n of this path. Similarly,
we write En for the set of paths of length n and E∞ for the set of infinite paths
η = η1η2 . . . . We equip the path space E
∞ with the product topology inherited from
Π∞n=1E
1, which is locally compact and Hausdorff and has a basis consisting of the cylinder
sets Z(µ) := {η ∈ E∞ : ηi = µi for 1 ≤ i ≤ |µ|} parametrised by µ ∈ E∗.
Now consider the backward shift σ on E∞ defined by σ(η1η2 . . . ) = η2η3 . . . . Since
E has no sinks, σ is surjective. Since E is column-finite, σ is a local homeomorphism
which is proper in the sense that inverse images of compact sets are compact (see [11,
§2.2]). Since σ is proper, α : f 7→ f ◦ σ is a nondegenerate endomorphism of C0(E∞);
since E is column-finite, σ−1(η) is finite, and
L(f)(η) =
1
|σ−1(η)|
∑
σ(ξ)=η
f(ξ) =
1
|s−1(r(η))|
∑
s(e)=r(η)
f(eη)
defines a transfer operator L : C0(E
∞)→ C0(E∞) for α by [11, Lemma 2.2]. Moreover,
L extends suitably to M(C0(E
∞)) so that (C0(E∞), α, L) is an Exel system of the sort
we’ve been considering. By [11, Corollary 4.2], using a partition of unity argument
similar to the one sketched in Corollary 7.3, the action of C0(E
∞) on ML is by compact
operators. Hence C0(E
∞)⋊α,L N := O(Kα,ML) = O(ML).
A Cuntz-Krieger E-family in a C∗-algebra B consists of a set {Pv : v ∈ E0} of
mutually orthogonal projections and a family {Te : e ∈ E1} of partial isometries such
that T ∗e Te = Ps(e) for all e ∈ E1 and Pv =
∑
r(e)=v TeT
∗
e for all v ∈ E0. The C∗-algebra
C∗(E) of E is the C∗-algebra universal for Cuntz-Krieger E-families; we write {t, p} for
the universal Cuntz-Krieger E-family that generates C∗(E). See [44] for more details.
For e ∈ E1, we define me := |s−1(s(e))|1/2q(χZ(e)). Since E is locally finite with no
sources or sinks, we know from [11, Theorem 5.1] that
Te := kM(me) = |s−1(s(e))|1/2kM(q(χZ(e))) and Pv := kA(χZ(v))
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form a Cuntz-Krieger E-family in O(ML), and that πT,P : te 7→ Te and pv 7→ Pv is an
isomorphism of the graph algebra C∗(E) onto C0(E∞)⋊α,LN = O(ML). Note that πT,P
is equivariant for the gauge actions. Pulling over the endomorphism α′ of Theorem 3.1
gives an endomorphism β = π−1T,P ◦ α′ ◦ πT,P of the core
C∗(E)γ = span
{
tµt
∗
ν : µ, ν ∈ E∗ satisfy |µ| = |ν|
}
.
We are going to compute β.
Let µ = µ1 . . . µi be a finite path and mµ := mµ1 ⊗A · · · ⊗A mµi . Then
Tµ = Tµ1Tµ2 · · ·Tµi = kM(mµ1)kM(mµ2) · · ·kM(mµi) = k⊗iM (mµ).
To compute β we first note that mµ = χZ(r(µ)) ·mµ and
α(χZ(µ)) = χZ(µ) ◦ σ =
∑
s(e)=µ
χZ(e).
So for paths µ and ν of length i we have
πT,P (β(tµt
∗
ν)) = α
′(TµT
∗
ν ) = α
′(k⊗iM (mµ)k
⊗i
M (mν)
∗)
= α′
(
k⊗iM (χZ(r(µ)) ·mµ)k⊗iM (χZ(r(ν)) ·mν)∗
)
= k⊗i+1M (q(α(χZ(r(µ)))⊗mµ)k⊗i+1M (q(α(χZ(r(ν)))⊗mν)∗ (using (3.2))
=
∑
s(e)=r(µ), s(f)=r(ν)
(|s−1(s(e))s−1(s(f))|)−1/2k⊗i+1M (me ⊗A mµ)k⊗i+1M (mf ⊗A mν)∗
=
∑
s(e)=r(µ), s(f)=r(ν)
(|s−1(s(e))s−1(s(f))|)−1/2k⊗i+1M (meµ)k⊗i+1M (mfν)∗.
Now recall that α′ is conjugation by an isometry V = limλ kM(q(eλ)), where {eλ} is
is any approximate identity of C0(E
∞). A quick calculation with, for example, the
approximate identity {eF =
∑
e∈F χZ(e)} indexed by finite subsets F of E1, shows that
W := π−1T,P (V ) =
∑
e∈E1 |s−1(s(e))|−1/2te. So Theorem 3.1 gives:
Proposition 9.1. Suppose that E is a locally-finite directed graph with no sources or
sinks, and {te, pv} is the universal Cuntz-Krieger E-family which generates C∗(E). Then
there is an endomorphism β of the core C∗(E)γ such that
(9.1) β(tµt
∗
ν) =
∑
s(e)=r(µ), s(f)=r(ν)
(|s−1(r(µ))| |s−1(r(ν))|)−1/2teµt∗fν .
The series ∑
e∈E1
|s−1(s(e))|−1/2te
converges strictly in M(C∗(E)) to an isometry W satisfying β(tµt∗ν) = Wtµt
∗
νW
∗. If ι
is the inclusion of the core C∗(E)γ in C∗(E), then the associated representation ι×W
of the Stacey crossed product C∗(E)γ ×β N is an isomorphism onto C∗(E).
Remark 9.2. Suppose that E is the bouquet of n loops on a single vertex, so that C∗(E)
is the Cuntz algebra On. Then the endomorphism β is not the usual endomorphism
α :
⊗∞
k=1 ak 7→ e11 ⊗
(⊗∞
k=2 ak−1
)
of the UHF core Oγn =
⊗∞
k=1Mn(C) for which
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On = Oγn ×α N, but it is closely related: if p =
∑n
i,j=1 n
−1eij , then p is also a rank-one
projection, and β
(⊗∞
k=1 ak
)
= p⊗ (⊗∞k=2 ak−1).
Although we found the endomorphism β using our general construction, and were
surprised to find it, we have now learned that other authors have shown that Cuntz-
Krieger algebras can be realised as a Stacey crossed product by an endomorphism of the
core, for example, [47, Example 2.5] and [28] (see Remark 9.4 below). Now that we have
found our β we should be able to prove Proposition 9.1 directly. Before doing this we will
revisit the need for the hypotheses on the graph E: that E is row finite with no sources
ensured that the path space E∞ is locally compact, but a direct proof should not go
through C0(E
∞). Our formula for β only makes sense when E is column-finite and has
no sinks: the coefficients in (9.1) are crucial, as we will see in the proof of the next result.
It seems likely that column-finiteness is necessary. There is no obvious way to adjust for
sinks, either: if we try to interpret empty sums as 0, then β(tµt
∗
ν) would be 0 if either µ
or ν ends at a sink, but this property is not preserved by multiplication. (If ν ends at
a sink but µ doesn’t, then we’d have β(tµt
∗
ν) = 0 but β((tµt
∗
ν)(tνt
∗
µ)) = β(tµt
∗
µ) 6= 0.) So
the best we can do is the following.
Theorem 9.3. Suppose that E is a column-finite directed graph with no sinks, and
{te, pv} is the universal Cuntz-Krieger E-family which generates C∗(E). Then there is
an endomorphism β of the core C∗(E)γ such that
(9.2) β(tµt
∗
ν) =
∑
s(e)=r(µ), s(f)=r(ν)
(|s−1(r(µ))| |s−1(r(ν))|)−1/2teµt∗fν .
The series ∑
e∈E1
|s−1(s(e))|−1/2te
converges strictly in M(C∗(E)) to an isometry W satisfying β(tµt∗ν) = Wtµt
∗
νW
∗. If ι
is the inclusion of the core C∗(E)γ in C∗(E), then the associated representation ι×W
of the Stacey crossed product C∗(E)γ ×β N is an isomorphism onto C∗(E).
Proof. For each v ∈ E0, {tµt∗ν : |µ| = |ν| = i, s(µ) = s(ν) = v} is a set of matrix units
for Fi(v) (see [6, page 312]). We claim their images eµ,ν under β in Fi+1(v), defined by
the right-hand side of (9.2), are also matrix units. The product eµ,νeκ,λ contains terms
like teµt
∗
fνtgκt
∗
hλ, which is zero unless f = g and ν = κ. Since we then have r(ν) = r(κ),
the two central terms in the coefficient are the same, and
eµ,νeκ,λ =
∑
s(e)=r(µ), s(f)=r(ν), s(h)=r(λ)
|s−1(r(µ))|−1/2|s−1(r(ν))|−1|s−1(r(λ))|−1/2teµt∗hλ.
For fixed e and h, there are |s−1(r(ν))| edges f with s(f) = r(ν), and for each of these
the summand is exactly the same. So
eµ,νeκ,λ =
∑
s(e)=r(µ), s(h)=r(λ)
|s−1(r(µ))|−1/2|s−1(r(λ))|−1/2seµs∗hλ = eµ,λ.
(Notice that the coefficients in the definition of eµ,ν had to be just right for this to work.)
Thus {eµ,ν} is a set of matrix units as claimed, and there is a well-defined homomorphism
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βi : Fi(v) → Fi+1(v) satisfying (9.2) (well, with β replaced by βi). These combine to
give a homomorphism βi of Fi =
⊕
v Fi(v) into Fi+1 =
⊕
v Fi+1(v).
To define β on Ci := F0 + F1 + · · · + Fi, we take the i-expansion c =
∑i
j=0 cj
described in Proposition A.1(b), and define βi(c) =
∑i
j=0 βj(cj). The uniqueness of the
i-expansion implies that this gives a well-defined function βi on each Ci; to check that
they give a well-defined function on
⋃∞
i=0Ci, we need to check that β
i(c) = βi+1(c) for
c ∈ Ci ⊂ Ci+1. Suppose that c ∈ Ci has i-expansion c =
∑i
j=0 cj. Then the (i + 1)-
expansion is c =
(∑i−1
j=0 cj
)
+ c′i + d, where c
′
i ∈ Ei and d ∈ Fi ∩ Fi+1 are uniquely
determined by ci = c
′
i + d. Lemma A.2 implies that if tµt
∗
ν belongs to Fi ∩ Fi+1, then
v := s(µ) = s(ν) satisfies 0 < |r−1(v)| <∞, and two applications of the Cuntz-Krieger
relation at v show that
βi+1(tµt
∗
ν) = βi+1
( ∑
r(g)=v
tµgt
∗
νg
)
=
∑
r(g)=v, s(e)=r(µg), s(f)=r(νg)
(|s−1(r(µ))| |s−1(r(ν))|)−1/2teµgt∗fνg
=
∑
s(e)=r(µ), s(f)=r(ν)
(|s−1(r(µ))| |s−1(r(ν))|)−1/2teµt∗fν
= βi(tµt
∗
ν).
Thus βi(c
′
i) + βi+1(d) = βi(c
′
i) + βi(d) = βi(ci). Thus
βi+1(c) =
( i−1∑
j=0
βi(cj)
)
+ βi(c
′
i) + βi+1(d) =
( i−1∑
j=0
βi(cj)
)
+ βi(ci) = β
i(c).
At this stage we have a well-defined map β :
⋃∞
i=0Ci → C∗(E)γ satisfying (9.2). This
map is certainly linear, and we need to prove that it is multiplicative. We consider
tµt
∗
ν ∈ Fi and tκt∗λ ∈ Fj, and we may as well suppose i ≤ j. Then multiplying together
the two formulas for βi(tµt
∗
ν) and β
j(tκt
∗
λ) gives a linear combination of things like
teµt
∗
fνtgκt
∗
hλ. Because i ≤ j, this product is 0 unless gκ = fνκ′, and then it is teµκ′t∗hλ.
So the sum collapses just as it did in the first paragraph, and we obtain the formula for
β(tµκ′t
∗
λ) = β((tµt
∗
ν)(tκt
∗
λ)).
Thus β is multiplicative. Since it is clearly ∗-preserving, it is a ∗-homomorphism, and as
such is automatically norm-decreasing on each Ci. Thus β extends to an endomorphism,
also called β, of
⋃∞
i=0Ci = C
∗(E)γ.
Next, note that for each v ∈ E0, the partial isometries {te : s(e) = v} have the
same initial projection pv, and mutually orthogonal range projections tet
∗
e, so
4 Tv :=∑
s(e)=v |s−1(v)|−1/2te is a partial isometry with initial projection pv and range projection∑
s(e)=v=s(f) |s−1(v)|−1tet∗f . Now the partial isometries {Tv : v ∈ E0} have mutually
orthogonal initial projections and mutually orthogonal range projections, and hence
their sum converges strictly to a partial isometry W with initial projection
∑
v∈E0 pv =
1M(C∗(E)). In other words, W is an isometry.
4It is important here that there are only finitely many summands, so column-finiteness is crucial.
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The covariance relation β(tµt
∗
ν) =Wtµt
∗
νW
∗ is easy to check, and the universal prop-
erty of the Stacey crossed product (C∗(E)γ ×β N, iC∗(E)γ , v) gives a homomorphism
ι×W such that (ι×W )◦ iC∗(E)γ = ι and (ι×W )(v) = W . This homomorphism satisfies
(ι×W )◦ βˆz = γz ◦(ι×W ), and since ι is faithful (being an inclusion), the dual-invariant
uniqueness theorem (Proposition 2.1) implies that ι×W is injective. The range contains
each te = |s−1(s(e))|1/2ι(tet∗e)W , and hence ι×W is surjective. 
Remark 9.4. When the graph E is finite and has no sinks, the endomorphism β has
also been found by Kwas´niewski [28]. He proves in [28, Theorem 3.2] that C∗(E) is
isomorphic to a partial-isometric crossed product C∗(E)γ ⋊β Z as introduced in [4].
He then applies general results about partial-isometric crossed products from [4] and
[28, §1] to (C∗(E)γ , β), and recovers many of the main structure theorems for graph
C∗-algebras, as they apply to finite graphs with no sinks [28, §3]. For such graphs E,
the endomorphism β is conjugation by an isometry in C∗(E), and Theorem 4.15 of [4]
implies that C∗(E)γ⋊βZ is isomorphic to the Exel crossed product C∗(E)γ⋊β,KN. Since
β is injective, we can then deduce from [17, Theorem 4.7] that C∗(E) is isomorphic to
the Stacey crossed product, as in Theorem 9.3.
Appendix A. The core in a graph algebra
Suppose that E is an arbitrary directed graph, which could have infinite receivers,
infinite emitters, sources and/or sinks. In Theorem 9.3, we wanted a description of the
core C∗(E)γ which did not depend on row finiteness, and since we cannot recall seeing a
suitable description in the literature, we give one here. As in the row-finite case, which
is done in [6] and [44], our description uses the subspaces
Fi := span{tµt∗ν : |µ| = |ν| = i, s(µ) = s(ν)},
which one can easily check are in fact C∗-subalgebras. (By convention, F0 = span{pv :
v ∈ E0}.)
We refer to vertices which are either infinite receivers or sources as “singular vertices”.
Recall that no Cuntz-Krieger relation is imposed at a singular vertex v, but if v is an
infinite emitter then we impose the inequality pv ≥
∑
e∈F tet
∗
e for every finite subset F
of r−1(v).
Proposition A.1. Let E be a directed graph, and define Fi as above.
(a) For i ≥ 0, Ci := F0 +F1 + · · ·+Fi is a C∗-subalgebra of C∗(E)γ, Ci ⊂ Ci+1 and
C∗(E)γ =
⋃∞
i=0Ci.
(b) For each i ≥ 0 and each c ∈ Ci, there are unique elements
cj ∈ Ej := span{tµt∗ν : |µ| = |ν| = j and s(µ) = s(ν) is singular}
for 0 ≤ j < i and ci ∈ Fi such that c =
∑i
j=0 cj.
Since Ci ⊂ Cj for i < j, an element of Ci has lots of the expansions described in (b).
We refer to the one obtained by viewing c as an element of Cj as the j-expansion of c.
Proof of Proposition A.1(a). Since
⋃
i Ci is a vector space containing every element of
the form tµt
∗
ν with |µ| = |ν|, it is dense in C∗(E)γ, and we trivially have Ci ⊂ Ci+1. We
prove that Ci is a C
∗-subalgebra by induction on i. For i
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that C0 = F0 is a C∗-subalgebra. Suppose that Ci is a C∗-subalgebra. If |κ| = |λ| = i+1
and |µ| = |ν| ≤ i+ 1, then the formula
(tµt
∗
ν)(tκt
∗
λ) =
{
0 unless κ has the form νκ′
tµκ′t
∗
λ if κ = νκ
′
shows that Fi+1 is an ideal in the C∗-subalgebra C∗(Ci+1) of C∗(E)γ generated by Ci+1.
Since Ci is a C
∗-subalgebra of C∗(Ci+1), the sum Ci+1 = Ci+Fi+1 is also a C∗-subalgebra
(and in fact C∗(Ci+1) = Ci + Fi+1 = Ci+1). 
For part (b), we need to do some preparation. The standard argument of [6, §2] or
[44, Chapter 3] shows that, for fixed i and v ∈ E0,
{tµt∗ν : |µ| = |ν| = i, s(µ) = s(ν) = v}
is a set of non-zero matrix units, and hence their closed span Fi(v) is a C∗-subalgebra
of Fi isomorphic to K(ℓ2(Ei ∩ s−1(v))). Since Fi(v)Fi(w) = {0} for v 6= w, Fi is the
C∗-algebraic direct sum
⊕
v∈E0 Fi(v). For j satisfying 0 ≤ j ≤ i, we set
Dj,i := Fj + · · ·+ Fi = span{tµt∗ν : j ≤ |µ| = |ν| ≤ i, s(µ) = s(ν)},
which is another C∗-subalgebra by the argument in the previous proof. It is an ideal in
Ci. Now we prove a lemma.
Lemma A.2. For every i ≥ 1 and every j < i, we have
Fj(v) ∩Dj+1,i =
{
0 if v is a singular vertex
Fj(v) if 0 < |r−1(v)| <∞.
Proof. The result is trivially true if Fj(v) is {0}, so we suppose it isn’t. Since Fj(v) ∩
Dj+1,i is an ideal in Fj(v), it is either {0} or Fj(v). First suppose that v is not a singular
vertex. Then the Cuntz-Krieger relation at v implies that Fj(v) ⊂ Dj+1,i, and hence
Fj(v) ∩Dj+1,i = Fj(v).
Now suppose that Fj(v)∩Dj+1,i = Fj(v); we will show that v is not singular. Choose
µ ∈Ej with s(µ) = v. Then tµt∗µ is a non-zero element of element of Dj+1,i, so there exist
κ and λ satisfying j+1 ≤ |κ| = |λ| ≤ i and (tµt∗µ)(tκt∗λ) 6= 0. But this implies that κ has
the form µκ′, and v = s(µ) cannot be a source. It also implies that tµt∗µtκt
∗
κ is non-zero,
and hence so is the larger projection tµt
∗
µtµκj+1t
∗
µκj+1
. Thus Fj(v) ∩ Fj+1 6= {0}, and
since Fj(v) ∩ Fj+1 is an ideal in Fj(v), it follows that Fj(v) ∩ Fj+1 = Fj(v).
We now know that the projection tµt
∗
µ belongs to Fj+1, and hence is a projection in a
C∗-algebraic direct sum
⊕
w∈E0 Fj+1(w). The norms of elements in this direct sum are
arbitrarily small off finite subsets of E0, and projections have norm 0 or 1, so there are
a finite subset F of E0 and projections qw ∈ Fj+1(w) such that tµt∗µ =
∑
w∈F qw. Each
qw is a projection in Fj+1(w) = K(ℓ2(Ej+1 ∩ s−1(w))), and hence has finite trace. Thus
tµt
∗
µ has finite trace. On the other hand, for every edge e with r(e) = s(µ) = v, we have
tµt
∗
µ ≥ tµet∗µe; since {tµet∗µe : r(e) = s(µ)} is a family of mutually orthogonal projections
of trace 1, we have
Tr(tµt
∗
µ) ≥
∑
r(e)=s(µ)
Tr(tµet
∗
µe) = |r−1(s(µ))| = |r−1(v)|.
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Since we have already eliminated the possibility that v is a source, this proves that it is
not a singular vertex, as required. 
Proof of Proposition A.1(b). Lemma A.2 implies that
Fj ∩Dj+1,i =
⊕
{Fj(v) : 0 < |r−1(v)| <∞},
and that Fj is the direct sum of Fj ∩Dj+1,i and
Ej =
⊕
{Fj(v) : v is a singular vertex}.
Since Dj,i = Fj +Dj+1,i, we have
Ci = F0 +D1,i = (E0 + (F0 ∩D1,i)) +D1,i = E0 +D1,i
= E0 + (E1 + (F1 ∩D2,i)) = E0 + E1 +D2,i
...
= E0 + · · · Ei−1 +Di,i = E0 + · · · Ei−1 + Fi,
which shows that c has the claimed expansion.
To establish uniqueness, suppose that cj , dj ∈ Ej for j < i, that ci, di ∈ Fi, and that∑i
j=0 cj =
∑i
j=0 dj. Then c0 − d0 =
∑i
j=1(dj − cj) belongs to E0 ∩ F0, because the left-
hand side does, and toD1,i, because the right-hand side does. Since F0 = E0⊕(F0∩D1,i),
we have E0 ∩ (F0 ∩ D1,i) = {0}, and we deduce that c0 = d0 and
∑i
j=1 cj =
∑i
j=1 dj.
Now an induction argument using Ej ∩ (Fj ∩Dj+1,i) = {0} gives the result. 
Appendix B. A question posed by Ionescu and Muhly
Let σ be a local homeomorphism of a compact Hausdorff space X and let G be
the Deaconu-Renault groupoid described in §7. When ML has an orthonormal basis
{mi}ni=1, Ionescu and Muhly ask on page 201 of [25] if C∗(G) is isomorphic to a Stacey
multiplicity-n crossed product involving the n isometries {kML(mi)}ni=1. Their question
was prompted by their Theorem 4.3. In this section we show that the answer to this
question is negative (see Example B.5). We start by generalising [25, Theorem 4.3].
Recall that a finite set {mi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} in a right Hilbert A-module M is a Parseval
frame if
(B.1) m =
n∑
i=1
mi · 〈mi, m〉A for every m ∈M ;
equivalently, {mi} is a Parseval frame if and only if the finite-rank operator
∑
iΘmi,mi
is the identity operator 1 ∈ L(M). The discussion in [40, page 5] shows that M has a
(finite) Parseval frame exactly when M is finitely generated and projective.
Proposition B.1. Let (A, α, L) be an Exel system with A unital. Suppose {mi}ni=1 is a
Parseval frame for the associated right-Hilbert bimodule ML, and set si = kML(mi) for
1 ≤ i ≤ n.
(a) The set kA(A) ∪ {si : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} generates A ⋊α,L N = O(ML),
∑n
i=1 sis
∗
i = 1
and
(B.2) s∗ikA(a)sj = kA(〈mi , a ·mj〉L) for a ∈ A.
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(b) Suppose that π is a unital representation of A on H, and that {Si : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ⊂
B(H) satisfies ∑ni=1 SiS∗i = 1 and
S∗i π(a)Sj = π(〈mi , a ·mj〉L) for a ∈ A.
Then there is a representation π ⋊ {Si} of A ⋊α,L N on a Hilbert space H such
that π ⋊ {Si} ◦ kA = π and π ⋊ {Si}(si) = Si for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
(c) If A is commutative, then α(a) ·m = m · a for all a ∈ A and m ∈ML, and
(B.3) kA(α(a)) =
n∑
j=1
sjjA(a)s
∗
j .
Proof. A straightforward calculation using the reconstruction formula (B.1) shows that
for every a ∈ A we have
(B.4) φ(a) =
n∑
i=1
Θa·mi,mi
as operators onML; thus φ
−1(K(ML)) = A = Kα, andO(ML) = O(Kα,ML) = A⋊α,LN.
We have
n∑
i=1
sis
∗
i =
n∑
i=1
kML(mi)kML(mi)
∗ =
n∑
i=1
(kML, π)
(1)(Θmi,mi)
= (kML, kA)
(1)(φ(1)) = kA(1) = 1.
For a ∈ A we have
s∗ikA(a)sj = kML(mi)
∗kA(a)kML(mj) = kML(mi)
∗kML(a ·mj) = kA(〈mi , a ·mj〉L).
This gives (a).
Now suppose we have (π, {Si}ni=1) as in (b), and define ψ : ML → B(H) by
ψ(m) =
n∑
i=1
Siπ(〈mi , m〉L).
We claim that that (ψ, π) is a representation of ML on H. For m,n ∈ ML and a ∈ A
we have
ψ(m · a) =
n∑
i=1
Siπ(〈mi , m · a〉L) =
n∑
i=1
Siπ(〈mi , m〉La) = ψ(m)π(a),
ψ(m)∗ψ(n) =
n∑
i,j=1
π(〈mi , m〉L)∗S∗i Sjπ(〈mj , n〉L)
=
n∑
i,j=1
π(〈mi , m〉L)∗π(〈mi , mj〉L)π(〈mj , n〉L)
=
n∑
i,j=1
π
(〈
mi · 〈mi , m〉L , mj · 〈mj , n〉L
〉
L
)
= π(〈m, n〉L),
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and
ψ(a ·m) =
n∑
i=1
Siπ(〈mi , a ·m〉L) =
n∑
i=1
Siπ
(〈
mi , a ·
n∑
j=1
mj · 〈mj , m〉L
〉
L
)
=
n∑
i,j=1
Siπ(〈mi , a ·mj〉L〈mj , m〉L) =
n∑
i,j=1
SiS
∗
i π(a)Sjπ(〈mj , m〉L)
=
( n∑
i=1
SiS
∗
i
)( n∑
j=1
π(a)Sjπ(〈mj , m〉L)
)
= π(a)ψ(m).
Thus (ψ, π) is a representation of ML as claimed. We use the description of φ(a) in
(B.4) to compute (ψ, π)(1)(φ(a)):
(ψ, π)(1)(φ(a)) = (ψ, π)(1)
( n∑
i=1
Θa·mi,mi
)
=
n∑
i=1
ψ(a ·mi)ψ(mi)∗
=
n∑
i=1
π(a)ψ(mi)ψ(mi)
∗ = π(a)
( n∑
i=1
SiS
∗
i
)
= π(a),
and so (ψ, π) is Cuntz-Pimsner covariant.
The universal property of O(ML) gives a representation π⋊ ψ of A⋊α,L N = O(ML)
such that (π ⋊ ψ) ◦ kA = π and
(π ⋊ ψ)(si) = ψ(mi) =
n∑
i=1
Sjπ(〈mj , mi〉L) =
n∑
i=1
SjS
∗
jSi = Si.
Thus π ⋊ {Si} := ψ × π has the required properties, and we have proved (b).
For (c), suppose that A is commutative. For a ∈ A and q(b) ∈ q(A) ⊂ ML, we have
(B.5) α(a) · q(b) = q(α(a)b) = q(bα(a)) = q(b) · a,
and this extends by continuity to α(a) ·m = m · a for m ∈ML. Now for a ∈ A we have
kA(α(a)) =
n∑
i,j=1
sis
∗
i kA(α(a))sjs
∗
j =
n∑
i,j=1
sikA(〈mi , α(a) ·mj〉Ls∗j
=
n∑
i,j=1
sikA(〈mi , mj · a〉Ls∗j =
n∑
i,j=1
SikA(〈mi , mj〉L)kA(a)s∗j
=
n∑
i,j=1
sis
∗
i sjkA(a)s
∗
j =
n∑
j=1
sjkA(a)s
∗
j ,
and we have proved part (c). 
Remark B.2. To recover Theorem 4.3 of [25] from Proposition B.1, consider the Exel
system (C(X), α, L) of Theorem 7.1, and suppose that {mi}ni=1 is an orthonormal basis
for ML. Then taking a = 1 in (B.2) shows that each si = kML(mi) is an isometry, and
Proposition B.1(a) says that {si}ni=1 is a Cuntz family. Equation (B.3) is property (3) of
C∗(G) in [25, Theorem 4.3]. This immediately implies property (2) in [25, Theorem 4.3]
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(just multiply (B.3) on the left by si); property (1), which concerns the operator S =
kML(1), follows from (B.5):
kA(α(a))S = kA(α(a))kML(q(1)) = kML(α(a) · q(1)) = kML(q(1) · a) = SkA(a).
Lemma B.3. Let X = T and σ : T → T : z 7→ z2, and consider the Exel system
(C(T), α, L) of Theorem 7.1. Let U be a small neighbourhood of 1 in T. There is an
orthonormal basis {m0, m1} of ML such that m0 is identically
√
2 on U and m1 is
identically 0 on U .
Proof. A function m0 satisfying
|m0(w)|2 + |m0(−w)|2 = 2 for w ∈ T.
is called a quadrature mirror filter. The conjugate mirror filter m1, defined by m1(z) =
zm0(−z), also satisfies (B). It is then straightforward to check that {m0, m1} is or-
thonormal and that m = m0 · 〈m0 , m〉L + m1 · 〈m1 , m〉L for all m ∈ ML (see, for
example, [40, Theorem 1]). Thus {m0, m1} is an orthonormal basis. If m0(u) =
√
2
for u ∈ U then (B) implies that m1(u) = um0(−u) = 0. So it suffices to construct a
suitable m0. For this, choose a continuous function g : [−pi2 , pi2 ]→ R such that g(θ) = 1
for θ near 0 and g(−pi
2
) = g(pi
2
) = 1√
2
, and for −π ≤ θ ≤ π define
m0(e
iθ) =


√
2
√
1− g(θ + π)2 for θ ∈ [−π,−pi
2
)√
2
√
1− g(θ − π)2 for θ ∈ (pi
2
, π]√
2g(θ) for θ ∈ [−pi
2
, pi
2
].

We will use the next lemma in Example B.5 to obtain a contradiction when we assume
there that a particular C∗(G) is a Stacey crossed product of multiplicity n.
Lemma B.4. Let (A, α, L) be an Exel system in which A is unital and commutative, and
ML has an orthonormal basis {mi}ni=1. Assume that (OML , {Si}) := (OML, {kM(mi)}) is
a Stacey crossed product of multiplicity n for (A, α). Let {ni}ni=1 be another orthonormal
basis for ML. Then
(B.6) 〈ni , a · nj〉L = 〈mi , a ·mj〉L for a ∈ A.
Proof. Since {ni} is orthonormal, we have
kML(ni)
∗kML(ni)
∗ = kA(〈ni, ni〉) = kA(1A) = 1O(ML).
Thus Proposition B.1 says that {Ti := kM(ni)} is a Cuntz family in OML such that
(B.7) T ∗i kA(a)Tj = kA(〈ni , a · nj〉L) and kA(α(a)) =
n∑
i=1
TikA(a)T
∗
i for a ∈ A.
Since (OML , {Si}) is by assumption a Stacey crossed product of multiplicity n, there is
a homomorphism ρ : OML → OML such that ρ ◦ kA = kA and ρ(Si) = Ti. Applying ρ to
(B.2) implies that
T ∗i kA(a)Tj = kA(〈mi , a ·mj〉L) for a ∈ A,
which in view of (B.7) gives (B.6). 
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Equation (B.6) holds, for example, if a = α(b): then
〈ni , a · nj〉L = 〈ni , nj · b〉L = 〈ni , nj〉Lb = 〈mi , mj〉Lb = 〈mi , a ·mj〉L.
So to find somewhere it does not hold, we need to look at elements a which are not in
the range of α.
Example B.5. Let A = C(T), α(f)(z) = f(z2) and L(f)(z) = 1
2
(f(w)+ f(−w)) where
w2 = z. Let U be a neighbourhood of 1 in T such that z 7→ z2 is injective on U , and
let {m0, m1} be the orthonormal basis from Lemma B.3. Let f be a nonzero function
in C(T) with support in U . Then f ·m0 =
√
2f and f ·m1 = 0. We immediately have
〈m1, f ·m1〉L = 0. Both summands in
〈m0, f ·m0〉L(z) = 1
2
(
m0(w)
√
2f(w) +m0(−w)
√
2f(−w)) where w2 = z
vanish unless z = w2 = (−w)2 is in U2; for such z, we can choose the square root w in
U , and then f(−w) = 0, so
〈m0, f ·m0〉L(z) =
{
f(w) where w ∈ U and w2 = z
0 if z /∈ U2.
Now to see that (B.6) does not hold, note that {n0, n1} := {m1, m0} is also an orthonor-
mal basis for ML, and 〈n0, f ·n0〉L = 〈m1, f ·m1〉L = 0 is not the same as 〈m0, f ·m0〉L.
By Lemma B.4, (O(ML), {Si}) := (O(ML), {kM(mi)}) is not the Stacey multiplicity-n
crossed product. Thus C∗(G) ∼= O(ML) is not isomorphic to this crossed product either.
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